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I
deally, explosion risk is identified and prevented at an early stage of process design,
forming a key part of the inherently safer design (ISD) approach. However, in practice,
explosion risk often cannot be eliminated completely. Reliable preventive and protective

systems must therefore be applied, as part of the now widely applied barrier or independent
layer of protection approach (LOPA) to process design. Doing this requires a comprehensive
knowledge of available systems. However, such a comprehensive overview of the various
systems does not yet exist. This paper provides such an overview. The commercially available
explosion prevention and mitigative systems applicable to gas, dust, mist and hybrid (gas-
aerosol) explosions are discussed, including basic principles and proper application for
single and combined systems, for confined installations. Limitations of the applicability as
well as limitations of the research-base of the various systems are also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

In spite of much technological development and improve-
ment of safety management, explosions in process
equipment still claim lives and cause huge financial
losses. Although the most common incident in the process
industry is fire, explosions cause the most severe losses.
Explosions contribute about 75% to the total losses, fires
about 20%, and the rest belongs to toxic releases (Health
and Safety Executive, 1988; Khan and Abbasi, 1999).
Most of the accidents involving explosions are small in

scale and never make the headlines (making the avoidance
of the same mistakes in the future more difficult). However,
it was estimated that in the EU countries alone in 1996 the
direct material losses due to dust explosions was about
100,000,000 Euro (Gibson, 1995). Including processes hand-
ling gases and liquids, one can say that on average one small
explosion happens every week. The average direct financial
damage is between $20,000 and $190,000. Additionally,
from time to time a really large-scale accident happens,
with horrific consequences, as can be seen in Table 1. The
Piper Alpha and Pasadena disasters are the most notorious.

Financial losses are given in 1997 US dollars and
indicate direct damage losses, not the total financial losses.
The latter includes additionally production loss, down-
time, not fulfilling contracts, and legal or environmental
penalties. Only in the cases of the Pasadena (1989) and
the Piper Alpha (1988) disasters are both direct and total
financial losses known. The ratio of the total cost of the
accident to the direct property damage costs is about 2.8
for Pasadena and 4.8 for Piper Alpha.

More information relating to accidents can be found
(Lees, 1996; Nelson, 1996; Davenport, 1983; Davenport,
1986; Instone, 1989; Norstrom, 1982; Cashdollar and
Hertzberg 1986; Crawley and Redmond, 1996).

It should be stressed that the overpressure needed to
cause substantial destruction and take human lives is far
below the maximum pressure rise of typical explosions.
Typically the maximum explosion pressure value is nine
times the initial pressure for gas explosions and seven
times the initial pressure for dust explosions. Overpressures
of only one-tenth of the typical maximum explosion press-
ure cause severe damage. The effects of blast wave over-
pressures on structures are given in Table 2.

Injuries caused by blast waves to people arise from direct
interaction with the overpressure or, indirectly from being
struck by flying debris or fragments, or due to a collapsing
structure.
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SAFETY SYSTEMS

In designing a chemical process or improving safety in
an existing installation, one should not start by simply
applying the commercially available safety systems
described in this paper. The concept of safety should be

present already at the earliest stages of the design.
Modern design approaches and safety management systems
should be applied, such as:

(1) inherently safe(r) design (ISD)—eliminating the likeli-
hood and reducing the severity of accident by removing
basic causes (Kletz, 1985; Kletz, 1989; Kletz, 1991a;
Kletz, 1991b; Kletz, 1998);

(2) layers of protection analysis (LOPA)—LOPA can be
considered as the application of a series of independent
layers of defence against undesired events and ways of
mitigating their effects (Dowell, 1997; Dowell, 1999);

(3) safety management system (SMS)—its main approach
is to effectively integrate safety into all levels of mana-
gement through systematic planning, organization, imple-
mentation, and control using recursive feedback—plan
of do, check and act (CCPS, 1989);

(4) human factor (HF)—electronics, equipment and com-
ponent parts are becoming increasingly more reliable,
so that a human being has often become the weakest
element in the safety system (Fragola, 1992; Mill,
1992). Thus effective personnel training that ensures
high awareness and competence is essential.

Sometimes after applying the above-mentioned approaches,
the risk is estimated by techniques like Risk Matrix, the
DOW method, Fault Tree Analysis, etc. If it is too high
to be acceptable, safety systems should be considered and

Table 1. Examples of some major disasters in the chemical process industries (Explosion Group of Delft University of Technology: www.dct.tudelft.Nl/
Part/explosion).

Place Date
Substance
involved Event

Loss Plant unit
involved

Killed Injured Financial loss ($)

Feyzin, France 4 January 1966 Propane BLEVE 18 81 87,000,000 Storage vessel
Pernis, Netherlands 21 January 1968 Oil slops Vcex 2 85 123,600,000 Slop tanks
Flixborough, UK 1 June 1974 Cyclohexane Vcex 28 104 635,900,000 Caprolactam

plant
Antwerp, Belgium 10 February 1975 Ethylene Vcex 6 13 90,100,000 Polyethylene

plant
Beek, Holland 7 November 1975 Propylene Vcex 14 — 114,700,000 Petrochemical

plant
Texas City, TX, USA 30 May 1978 LPG BLEVE 7 10 145,800,000 Storage vessel
San Juan Ixuatepec,

Mexico
19 November 1984 LPG Vcf, BLEVE 650 7000 31,300,000 Terminal

Romeoville, IL, USA 23 July 1984 Propane Vcex 15 22 200,000,000 Absorption
column

Priole, Italy 19 May 1985 HCs F — — 98,100,000 Ethylene plant
Grange-Mouth, UK 22 March 1987 Hydrogen F — — 111,200,000 Separator vessel
Norco, LA, USA 5 May 1988 C3HCs Vcex 7 28 413,600,000 Cat cracker
Piper Alpha,

North Sea
6 July 1988 Gas, oil Ex, F 167 — 1,860,000,000

8,850,000,000a
Compression

unit, drilling
Antwerp, Belgium 7 March 1989 Ethylene

oxide
Ex — — 101,300,000 Distillation

column
Pasadena, TX, USA 23 October 1989 Isobutane Vcex 23 103 994,200,000

1,770,000,000a
Polyethylene

plant
Coatzacoale, Mexico 11 March 1991 — Ex — — 180,000,000 Chlorine plant
Munich, Germany 23 May 1993 Peroxide Ex, F 2 — 3,600,000,000 Cleaning of

peroxide
installation of
pilot plant

Malaysia 25 December 1998 Oxygen Ex 0 12 (?) 500,000,000 Oxygen
production
unit

aTotal loss.
BLEVE, boiling liquid expanding vapour explosion; Ex, explosion; F, fire; Vcex, vapour cloud explosion.

Table 2. Damage vs overpressure [Center for Chemical Process Safety
(CCPS), 1994].

Description of damage

Side-on
overpressure

(bar)

Windows glass breakage (90% broken), very loud
noise (143 dB)

0.007

Minor damage to house structures 0.05
Partial demolition of houses 0.08
Steel frame of clad building slightly distorted 0.10
Partial collapse of walls and roofs of houses 0.15
50% destruction of brickwork of houses 0.18
Frameless, self-framing steel panel building

demolished; rupture of oil storage tanks
0.2–0.28

Nearly complete destruction of houses 0.35–0.5
Loaded tank cars overturned 0.5
Unreinforced brick panels, 25–30 cm thick, fail by

shearing or flexure
0.5–0.55

Loaded train boxcars completely demolished 0.6
Probable total destruction of buildings; heavy

machine tools moved and badly damaged
0.7
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properly applied. Risks should then be re-estimated to
check for acceptability. In this process financial aspects
are, of course, also important. Methods for considering
these in terms of, for example, an economic cost–benefit
analysis, are presented elsewhere (Pasman et al., 2003).
This article reviews explosion safety systems for

enclosed apparatus. Safety systems for mitigating risks of
vapour cloud explosions (VCEs) are not considered.
Generally, safety systems can be categorized as:

preventive/protective systems and/or active/passive
systems.

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS

It is very important to be aware of the difference between
preventive and protective systems. In general, preventive
systems, depending on the design purpose, sometimes
reduce the probability, but more commonly eliminate the
possibility for occurrence of an unwanted event, like an
explosion. This means, in other words, that the possibility
of flame propagation (thus explosion) is eliminated. There-
fore this approach is always the most highly recommended.
However, for some processes, preventive systems cannot be
applied, e.g. a fuel–air mixture that has a very low mini-
mum ignition energy, and is present in a process that
cannot be fully enclosed, thus precluding inerting.
In contrast, the protective system allows an explosion to

occur, but reduces the adverse effects of the event. This
means that an explosion can occur, but it is either contained
(e.g. explosion-proof equipment, explosion isolation,
explosion suppression, flame arresters) or controlled (e.g.
venting, flameless vents), thus protecting the equipment
from being severely damaged or destroyed.
The presented safety systems are applicable for gas,

vapour, dust and hybrid explosions. Only flame arresters
are not applicable for dust due to fouling by the particles.
Considering devices that prevent explosion propagation,
only flame arresters are applicable to both deflagrations
and detonations. All other systems are restricted only for
use against deflagrations.

Active Systems

Active systems consist of detector(s), control unit and
acting device(s). By means of the detector(s) (or sensors),
certain process parameters are continuously measured,
and the signals are analysed by the control unit. If a
given threshold value is exceeded, for example as caused
by an incipient explosion, the active system intervenes in
an active way in order to restrict the effects of the begin-
ning explosion. This is achieved by initiating a particular
action in an installed device specific to the given situation.
For example, in case of explosion isolation, a fast acting
valve is closed. The control unit may activate more than
one acting device. These actions are only possible through
activation of the device by a signal coming from the control
unit. The action of the control unit is initiated by a signal
coming from the detector(s), indicating a value of process
parameter that is above a certain threshold value (e.g. press-
ure). A single detector or a set may be installed in the
equipment. The set of detectors is used to improve
reliability of the system and to prevent false alarms and
spurious trips. More detectors are always necessary if the

dimensions of the equipment are larger than the detection
size range of a single detector (especially applicable for
optical detectors).

Active systems work in the following sequence to provide
successful action: detection, initiation of a given device(s),
and appropriate action. The successful operation of the active
systems depends on the correct and very quick functioning of
each of these operations. Examples are hot spot detecting and
extinguishing systems, explosion suppression, etc.

Detectors
Detectors can be divided into static and dynamic detec-

tors. The static detector works in the binary mode: acti-
vation occurs if the set threshold value is exceeded. If
oscillations in the process are possible, the detector may
cause false alarms. The dynamic detector acquires and ana-
lyses incoming data of the process condition. The detector
may initially run in a learn-mode through which process
data (e.g. maximum measured static and dynamic pressures
and their duration times, light intensities during normal
process) can be measured and incorporated into the
memory. Through evaluation of this gathered information,
the threshold values are automatically tuned to the process
conditions with the highest accuracy for proper and error-
free operation. The activation takes place after exceeding
an adjusted set sequence, e.g. three adjacent points have
sequentially higher values than the triggering value and
the increase rate is too high for normal process operation.
This type of detector is recommended for processes sub-
jected to significant variations in pressure or operating at
subambient conditions.

In order to minimize false alarms and spurious trips, it is
common practice to use two, or more, static pressure detec-
tors positioned in different places and operated in an ‘and’
mode. The selected sensor type must be able to withstand
and properly operate in the process environment (corrosion,
dust deposition, variation in temperature), meet with elec-
trical safety classifications and to be able to distinguish
the early combustion reaction of an incipient explosion
from normal possible oscillations in process conditions. A
variety of detectors types may be used: optical—UV, IR,
UV/IR, IR/IR (detection of two narrow bands), multi-
band IR; pressure based, such as piezoelectric or piezoresis-
tive; or thermal-based, such as thermoelectric.

Optical detectors: in choosing a proper optical detector
one should keep in mind electromagnetic bands emitted
by a flame. The flame radiation spectral patterns are charac-
teristic for the burning substance. For instance, a hydrogen
flame generates a large amount of UV radiation with very
little IR, while a coal fire generates little UV and a large
amount of IR radiation.

UV detectors respond to wavelengths between 0.185 and
0.245 mm. These have a very fast response time and detect
flames within 3–4 ms. They are not greatly affected by
deposition of ice on the lens, but can be affected by depos-
its of grease and oil. Welding operations, lightning, X-rays,
high solar radiation and hot refractory surfaces well above
16008C can cause false alarms. Smoke and some com-
pound’s vapours, typically those with unsaturated bonds,
may cause signal attenuation.

IR detectors respond to wavelengths between 4.1 and
4.6 mm. The response time is also very short (milliseconds).
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Smoke, lightning and electrical welding do not result in false
alarms, but hot surfaces such as ovens, furnaces, incandes-
cent lamps and halogen lamps do cause false alarms. Ice
formation on the lenses reduces the sensitivity of the
detector.
UV/IR, IR/IR and multi-band IR detectors are triggered

if radiation is detected in multiple wavelength regions.
Owing to this feature, they are much more reliable than
single-band detectors and are used in outdoor operations
where the atmosphere does not absorb radiation. The
multi-wavelength detectors can be set to not respond to
ambient radiation.
Thermoelectric detectors are triggered by heat coming

from hot combustion regions. They are not recommended
for explosion applications since they only work effectively
if located close to the heat source. Thus they are far too
slow to respond in case of an explosion. Owing to their
low price, they are commonly used in fire detection
systems.
Piezo-electric and piezo-resistive pressure sensors are

triggered by a rate of pressure rise or a pressure increase
above a threshold value. Since for deflagrations the flame
front and pressure wave are separated from one another
(pressure wave moves ahead of the flame front), pressure-
based detectors are very successful in detecting an
explosion at its early stage in a closed unit. In case of
deflagrations in a pipeline, flame speed and consequently
pressure generation are strongly dependent on fuel compo-
sition. Close to the flammability limits the flame can still
propagate, but without the generation of a significant
overpressure. Hence, in such cases, the employment of a
pressure sensor as an explosion indicator might lead to
failures (Chatrathi et al., 2001).

Control unit
The role of the unit is signal analysis (determination

whether an explosion hazard exists) and initiation of proper
action(s) if required. For instance, in case of explosion
suppression, initiation results in dispersion of a suppressant
agent. The control unit must provide two basic functions:

. supervision and analysis of the electronic circuits allow-
ing operational signals to be transmitted and processed;

. provision of the necessary power for operation of the
required device(s).

Other features of the device are:

. it must be in accordance with electrical safety classifi-
cations;

. it must initiate process shut-down in a safe manner if
explosion or failure occurs;

. it provides emergency power back-up in the event of
main power failure;

. coded access key to prevent unauthorised system access;

. data log.

In most cases multiple detectors and multiple action
devices can be controlled by one centralized control
system. An audible or visual alarm is usually connected
with the control unit to alarm nearby personnel.

Devices
Device(s) provide the necessary and adequate action to

prevent, protect or contain a fire or explosion. The design
and characteristic action of the device depend on the used
system. These are described later.

Passive Systems

Passive systems lack a detector(s) and control unit, so
a preventive or protective action against an explosion is
not triggered by any electric or other type of signal
coming from a detector. Different types of passive devices
are designed for specific process conditions to provide a
characteristic and proper action in case of an explosion.

For example, venting is designed to open a given area
of a venting panel if a certain pre-set-up overpressure
threshold (Pstat) is exceeded. It is usually impossible to
change earlier designed features of passive systems (or
devices). For example, operating conditions for a pre-
viously designed flame arrester cannot easily be changed
without replacing the existing flame arrester.

The main passive systems are: venting panels; flame
arresters; some explosion isolation devices; barricades;
and barriers.

Explosion Prevention Systems

Explosion prevention systems can be described as:

. ignition source avoidance;

. combustible concentration control;

. inerting (oxidizer concentration control).

Ignition source avoidance
This method of fire and explosion prevention relies on

identifying, avoiding and/or reducing the energy of poss-
ible ignition sources. The most common ignition sources
are: flames, burning material, hot surfaces (e.g. furnace,
friction), sparks (mechanical due to impact, friction,
vibrations, or electrostatic discharge); hot work—welding
or cutting operations; spontaneous heating; and lightning.

The crucial question is whether removing ignition
sources only is in itself a reliable and sufficient method
to prevent explosion. A parameter describing the ignition
probability of a fuel–air mixture is the minimum ignition
energy (MIE); the lower the MIE, the greater the prob-
ability of ignition occurring. There is a considerable differ-
ence in the MIE between dust and gaseous fuels. Typically
the MIE of a combustible dust in air is above 1 J, while for
gases in air the MIE is in the order of a few mJ, or even
less. Note that so-called hybrid mixtures (i.e. dust–air mix-
tures that contain flammable gases or vapours) can have
MIE values values as low of those of gases alone.

Schäfer (1978) concluded that relying on preventing
ignition sources is impossible if the MIE of a mixture is
below 10 mJ. However, for mixtures with a higher MIE,
he specified several types of process plants that he
considered satisfactorily protected against explosions solely
by eliminating ignition sources. Scholl (1989) showed
that the increased knowledge on ignition of dust layers
and clouds permits the use of the ignition sources avoid-
ance as the sole means of prevention against dust
explosions.
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Maurer and Glor (1996) made the distinctions, based on
MIE, presented in Table 3. Jeager and Siwek (1999) further
modified and extended the classification in Table 3 giving
more ignition scenarios in a process industry. He supported
the idea that for dusts with MIE ,10 mJ, it is advisable to
implement explosion protection measures which go beyond
the avoidance of ignition sources. Recently, (Kletz, 2003)
stressed that the ignition source avoidance approach is
often not sufficient, and if a flammable mixture is created
there is often a significant chance it will find an unexpected
and unforeseen ignition source.
For some processes, like milling, grinding or others,

where highly energetic mechanical actions on materials
may generate sparks or hot spots, ignition source avoidance
is hardly possible. Unextinguished hot spots are conveyed
to process units containing a combustible material whose
concentration is above its lower explosion limit (e.g.
silos, dust collectors) and may initiate an explosion. In
such cases, spark detection and extinguishing systems, pre-
sented in Figure 1, can be employed. Such systems are
commonly used in industries in which hot spots are likely
to be generated, for instance wood, metal, tobacco, battery,
food and textile industries.
Hot spot detection is an active system, which detects heat

radiation from temperatures higher than about 3008C with a
response time of about milliseconds.
The system is used at temperatures in the range 240–

708C, with some modifications up to 6008C. Hot spot
detectors have a vision angle in the range 120–1808C.
The number of detectors required depends on the pipe
diameter and dust load. The bigger the pipe diameter,
the more detectors are required. All events are stored in
the memory of the control unit and can be displayed or
printed on demand. The most common extinguishing
medium is water. Gases such as carbon dioxide and nitro-
gen are used instead of water to prevent wet agglomeration
of particles. The number of nozzles dispersing the extin-
guishing medium depends on pipe diameter and flow
speed. Typically about 300 ms is needed from the
moment of detection to the moment an extinguishing
zone is created. After each event the system is again fully
ready for operation, even immediately after an action.
The advantages of the system are: operation readiness

even immediately after an action; no production inter-
ruption after an extinction process; explosion initiation
by hot particles (spots) is excluded; in-door application.
Disadvantages are: regular maintenance and power are
required.

Combustible concentration control
This method, which is mostly applicable for gases, is an

active system. It relies on preventing the fuel concentration
from entering the explosive range, i.e. ensuring that the fuel
concentration remains below the lower explosion limit
(LEL) or above the upper explosion limit (UEL). For
gases at ambient conditions, the UEL can easily be deter-
mined. For dusts, however, the transient character of the
generated dust cloud prevents reliable determination of
the UEL. An additional problem with dusts is the often
extremely high inhomogeniety of dust–air mixtures in
large process units. Maintaining dust concentrations
below the LEL value is in principle possible. However,
here too the transient and complex behaviour of dust
clouds in large process equipment complicates use of this
technique. Typical LEL values for dusts–air mixtures are
about 15–60 gm23. It is worth stressing that elevated con-
ditions (pressure, temperature) alter flammability limits, in
general enlarging the explosive range.

Inerting
Inerting is a very effective and common method of

explosion prevention. It relies on reducing the concen-
tration of the oxidizer (commonly oxygen in air) by
adding an inert gas. In this way the oxygen concentration
is reduced to below the limiting oxygen concentration
(LOC), so that flame propagation is completely prevented.
This preventive method is recommended for mixtures
having a very low MIE. The LOC depends on a number
of factors, such as: inert gas used, type of flammable
substance and operating conditions (pressure, temperature,
turbulence level).

Wrenn (1986) describes three methods of inerting a
process unit:

(1) Timed volume—the vessel is initially completely
purged with inert gas. After the initial purge, inert

Figure 1. Hot spot detection and extinguishing system (T&B Electronics).

Table 3. Recommended safety actions depending on MIE.

Ignition sensitivity MIE (mJ) Safety actions

Normal MIE . 10 Ignition source
avoidance is
adequate

Special 10 � MIE � 3 Expert decision
required

Extreme 3 . MIE Additional to ignition
source avoidance,
explosion
protective systems
are required
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gas is added to the vessel at a calculated flow rate for
the run of the process so that a safe level of oxygen may
be assumed to be present in the vessel. To be safe, this
flow rate is usually higher than that calculated.

(2) Pressurization inerting—after an initial purge of the
vessel, a positive pressure of inert gas is maintained
to prevent diffusion of oxygen. It is measured by
means of a pressure sensor instead of an oxygen con-
centration sensor.

(3) ICS—this method is an active method and is based
on continuously measuring the oxygen concentration.
When the oxygen concentration increases, approaching
the LOC value, more inert gas is added to reach the
pre-set safe concentration level of oxygen.

The first two methods are not sufficiently safe, because the
most important factor—the oxygen concentration—is not
monitored. Therefore only the third method is recom-
mended. For this method, leakage of oxygen into the enclo-
sure (under pressure operations) or lack of uniformity of the
concentration should be considered. Therefore, usually
many measuring points are installed throughout the pro-
tected part of the installation.
Common LOC values for typical organic dusts at

ambient conditions are in the range 8–15% O2 with
carbon dioxide, and 6–13% O2 with nitrogen. Generally
a greater amount of nitrogen than carbon dioxide is
required due to the lower molar heat capacity of nitrogen
compared with carbon dioxide. For metal dusts, the LOC
is considerably lower, in the range of 4% vol O2 (Bart-
knecht, 1981). A detailed discussion of LOC values
was given by Going (2000). He showed that the LOC
value is affected by the ignition energy of the pyrotechnic
igniter. The stronger the ignition energy, the lower the
LOC value. The reported LOC value for aluminium
dust is 8.5% O2, and this is much higher than values
reported by Bartknecht.

Rules of thumb relating the LOC in air at ambient con-
ditions to nitrogen and carbon dioxide are given below
(Schofield, 1988):

N0 ¼ C0 � 2

N0 ¼ 1:3C0 � 6:3 (NFPA 1979=A)

where N0 is the LOC for nitrogen and C0 is the LOC for
carbon dioxide, both by percentage volume.

If the oxygen concentration is continuously measured,
a safety margin of 2% below the LOC is recommended
(NFPA, 2002). This safety margin compensates for concen-
tration fluctuations throughout the enclosures and compen-
sates for monitoring inaccuracy. In case of protection of
large plant volumes, the presence of extended hot surfaces,
very reactive flammable mixtures and more extreme
operational conditions (temperature or pressure), a greater
margin of safety is recommended. A brief characterisation
of the most common inert gases is given in Table 4.

It is worth realizing that in some situations it is not econ-
omically justified to reduce the oxygen concentration below
the LOC. However, by reducing the oxygen concentra-
tion, both the explosion severity [(dP/dt)max, Pmax] and
explosion sensitivity (e.g. MIE, LEL, UEL) of a flammable
mixture are significantly reduced. An advantage of this is
that an explosion can be contained more easily, e.g. by smal-
ler venting area, less suppressant agent, longer response
time, etc.

Inerting is applicable to an enclosed plant, especially one
that handles strongly reactive mixtures (St 3 class) or mix-
tures that have low minimum ignition energy.

Typical processes for which inerting is used are: confined
reactors, mixers, pulverizers, mills, grinders, driers, ovens,
filters, screens, cyclones, dust collectors, hoppers, silos,
pneumatic conveyors, screw conveyors, mass conveyors,
bucket elevators, etc.

Table 4. Comparison of the most common inert gases.

Gas Advantages Disadvantages

Carbon dioxide † Readily available, effective—higher oxygen levels
(mol %) are permissible compared with nitrogen

† Some metal dusts react violently (e.g. aluminium,
copper, magnesium, silicon) at high temperature

† Moderate cost † Fast flow of carbon dioxide can generate
considerable electrostatic charge

Nitrogen † Readily available † Less effective (mol%) than carbon dioxide
† Moderate cost † Some metal dusts react (e.g. aluminium, chromium,

magnesium, titanium, zirconium) at high temperature

Flue gases † Often readily available † Requires additional equipment to cool the gas,
remove contaminants, monitor or remove
combustible vapours, remove incandescent material

† Available at low cost † May react with dust
† Storage of flue gas may not be practical, so that

adequate quantities may not always be available,
for example, during a furnace shutdown

Argon or helium † Unlikely to contaminate products or react with them † Expensive

Water vapour † Readily available † May condense, so that the space becomes flammable
again

† Low cost † May react with some agents forming hydrogen—
explosive

Halons † Effective inert gas † May be expensive
† Environmentally harmful (destroys ozone layer), no

longer manufactured and nowadays forbidden
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The advantages of the inerting method are as follows:
the possibility of explosion and fire can be completely
eliminated; it can be used for different shapes of enclo-
sures; high strength of enclosure is not necessary and fire
is prevented. Disadvantages are: process equipment must
be enclosed; suffocation of personnel is possible; it is less
effective for non-oxygen combustible agents (e.g. ethylene
oxide, acetylene); and costs are relatively high, especially
for large systems that require large amounts of inerting
agent.

Dangers of inerting: inerting introduces an additional
serious safety risk: asphyxiation or suffocation of person-
nel due to reduced oxygen concentrations in air. In the
chemical industry during the period 1960–1978, at least
seven people were killed by nitrogen (Kletz, 1980). The
problem is that human beings do not experience any warn-
ing signals on exposure to a high nitrogen concentration.
Nitrogen is odourless, and people exposed to too low
concentrations of oxygen may simply suddenly lose con-
sciousness and die. In the case of nitrogen, the effects
of reduced oxygen concentrations on humans are shown in
Table 5. Eckhoff (1991) cites 17–18 vol% of oxygen as the
value below which humans suffer serious respiratory
problems.
It is recommended to use simple warning instruments for

oxygen concentration detection equipped with an alarm
signal if the oxygen concentration drops below a safe
value. Of course the same problems arise from use of
other inert gases.

Explosion Protection Systems

Explosion protection systems can be categorized as
follows:

. venting (e.g. bursting discs, venting panels, explosion
doors);

. explosion suppression;

. explosion isolation;

. flame arresters (for deflagrations and/or detonations);

. containment (explosion pressure-resistant equipment,
pressure shock-resistant equipment);

. barricades, barriers, separation by distance;

. use of combinations of mitigation (prevention and pro-
tection) systems.

Venting
Venting is a passive system. It is intended to prevent

destruction of an enclosure due to overpressure caused by
an explosion (Pmax). The method relies on the creation of

a mechanically weaker area, called the venting area, in
the wall of the protected enclosure. The weaker area is
opened by an explosion overpressure at a carefully desi-
gned pressure (Pstat). Through the venting area, burned
and unburned substances escape quickly enough to prevent
a greater pressure rise than the enclosure can withstand
(Pdes). Owing to the overpressure release, the maximum
pressure in the enclosure reaches a value not higher than
Pred, which is well below the pressure that the equipment
can withstand (Pdes). The operational principle of venting
is presented in Figure 2. It must be stressed that after the
opening of, for example, a venting panel, the panel remains
open, and for further proper operation of a process, the pro-
tected enclosure must in some way be re-closed. Com-
monly a bursting indicator (electric, magnetic or optical)
can indicate the opening of a venting device.

Essential for the proper functioning of the venting device
is a sufficiently large vent area. If it is too small, the press-
ure generated in the enclosure (Pred) can reach values
higher than the strength of the protected vessel (Pdes),
resulting in destruction of the protected equipment. Com-
prehensive guidelines for designing of venting devices are
given in NFPA 68 and VDI 3676 (National Fire Protection
Association, 2002; Pressure venting of dust explosions,
1995). Attention must be paid to some phenomena which
can adversely affect the proper operation of the venting
device, like dust fouling, polymerization, ice build-up or
corrosion.

One of the disadvantages of venting is the flame jet
formed during the pressure release process, which can
harm people in the vicinity of the flame cloud, especially
with indoor applications. This problem may be overcome
either by application of ducts through which the overpres-
sure is released or by flame-quenching devices. The
presence of a duct, however, causes higher flow resistance,
thus higher Pred in the enclosure. In order to eliminate this,
a larger vent area is required.

The flame-quenching device consists of a bursting disc,
which isolates the protected enclosure, and a flame arrester
located close to the bursting disc. The bursting disc pre-
vents material exchange with surroundings and fouling of

Figure 2. Illustration of pressure rise in vented and unvented equipment
during explosion. Pmax, maximum explosion pressure generated in
unvented enclosure; Pdes, maximum pressure the protected enclosure can
withstand; Pred, maximum pressure which is allowed to be generated in
the enclosure during explosion; Pstat, pressure at which a venting device
opens (venting pressure).

Table 5. Effects of reduced oxygen concentration in air on humans, using
nitrogen as the inerting agent (Elkins, 1959).

Oxygen (vol%) Effect

16–21 No detectable effects
12–16 Increased respiration, slight reduction of

coordination
10–12 Loss of ability to think clearly

,10 Loss of consciousness, death
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the flame arrester. During an explosion, the bursting disc
ruptures, and the flame is quenched during passage through
the flame arrester. Since during the release process the
flame arrester introduces an additional flow resistance, a
larger venting area is needed, in order to obtain the same
Pred. The flame quench devices are certified for use in
volumes up to 1000 m3, and dust classes including Kst 3
dusts (Kst . 300 bar m s21).
Another disadvantage of the venting method is the open

area of the protected equipment after an explosion. Repla-
cing the venting panels may create some practical problems,
especially in places which are difficult to reach, like the roofs
of long silos. For such applications, a useful solution is an
explosion door, presented in Figure 3. The explosion door
functions exactly like venting devices, but closes automati-
cally after the explosion overpressure is vented.
However, the self-closing feature introduces an additional

danger—the possibility of implosion. The pressure rise
resulting from the explosion is caused mainly by the temp-
erature rise and subsequent expansion of the hot gases in
the enclosure. After the venting, the explosion door re-
closes automatically. The gases in the enclosure cool
down due to the heat loss to the walls of the enclosure.
The gas volume in the closed vessel decreases, causing a
vacuum, so that the outside atmospheric pressure can
crush the enclosure. To avoid such situations, explosion
doors should be equipped with vacuum breakers through
which air can re-enter the enclosure, equalizing the internal
pressure to the atmospheric pressure.
The explosion opening pressure (Pstat) may be pre-set

from 0.01 bar to higher values. Similarly to the above-men-
tioned case, the presence of a door introduces additional
flow resistance, decreasing the efficient venting area. The
efficiency of the explosion doors with respect to the venting
area of a venting panel can be more than 90% (depending
on explosion door type). Standardized size diameters are
up to 1500 mm, 1.77 m2 nominal, but after deduction for
the efficiency factor, 1.55 m2.
Venting is usually the simplest and cheapest means of pro-

tecting processes and is thus very often applied. However, it
should not be used for situations in which an environmen-
tally toxic material may be released to the surroundings.
Also it has to be pointed out that, although venting protects
an enclosure against the high pressure generated by the
explosion, it does not necessarily prevent the explosion
from being propagated through piping into other vessels,

and it does not stop explosion development (Chatrathi and
DeGood, 1991). The VDI 3676 regulation states that Pred

must not exceed 2 barg. This 2 barg value gives an idea of
the maximum necessary strength of the enclosure. Protected
vessels might have a volume within the range of 0.1–
10000 m3. The generated explosion overpressure should be
below 12 barg and the Kst below 800 bar m s21.

Explosion suppression
Explosion suppression systems are active systems and

are designed to detect and stop an explosion at the incipi-
ent stage of combustion (typically it takes 30–100 ms
before a destructive pressure rise is reached). This is
accomplished by very rapidly discharging a suppressant
agent onto the combustion reaction before it significantly
develops and destroys or deforms process equipment by
further pressure increase. The operating concept of
explosion suppression is very similar to the venting con-
cept presented in Figure 2.

The time between the moment of an explosion detection
and the moment a suppressant agent has been dispersed into
the equipment is typically below 50 ms. The most time-
consuming step in the entire sequence (detection, initiation
and action) is the dispersion process of the suppressant
agent from the container. The cross section of the suppres-
sant container is given in Figure 4. The control system
activates the pyrotechnic initiator (1), which generates
a pressure pulse. The primary bursting disc (2) ruptures
and allows the pressure pulse to trigger the opening
sequence. The main bursting disc (3) bursts and nearly
instantaneously provides an unrestricted flow path for the
pressurised suppressant agent (4), which is dispersed into
the enclosure. The gas pressure in the suppressant container
should be compressed up to about 60 bar to ensure effective
suppression (Bartknecht 1981; Swift 1988).

Commonly used suppression agents are powders, like
monoammonium phosphate (MAP), sodium or potassium
bicarbonate (NaHCO3, KHCO3), sodium chloride, cryolites,
fluorides and rock dust; liquids, e.g. water, have been used
in the past, halogenated hydrocarbons (halons) or gases
e.g. helium, nitrogen and carbon dioxide. The powder

Figure 3. Operation scheme of an explosion door (Silo-Thorwesten). Figure 4. Cross section of the suppressant container (Fike).
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suppressants, MAP and sodium or potassium bicarbonate,
are the most commonly used due to their explosion suppres-
sion efficiency. Water is effective against certain hydrophilic
dusts, but not for all dusts. Extensive trials have been under-
taken to validate the effectiveness of a suppressant agent
against both gas and dust explosions. Halons, in spite of
their high effectiveness, are banned due to their harmful
impact on the stratospheric ozone layer.
The interaction between the flame and the suppressant

agent consists of one or more of the following three mech-
anisms: chemical interaction, oxygen concentration
reduction and/or heat sink. The first mechanism (chemical)
makes use of the fact that, when an organic substance or
a hydrocarbon burns, a complex series of chemical reac-
tions occurs before the final combustion products are
formed. The most important reaction steps at the incipient
stage of flame formation are those that result in a higher
rate of radical formation than radical destruction (chain
branching reactions) and lead to establishment and growth
of the flame. When halon molecules enter the flame zone,
they thermally decompose, liberating free halogen atoms.
These react with the free radicals, thus terminating
the chain branching reactions. This process reduces the
rate of flame propagation or even extinguishes the flame
altogether. The second mechanism occurs when inerting
agents reduce the oxidizer (e.g. oxygen concentration) to
a level below which flame propagation is possible. The
third mechanism (physical), thermal, occurs when a sup-
pressant agent (e.g. water) acts as a heat sink, thus reducing
the temperature in the flame zone so that combustion is
suppressed. Hamins (1998) concluded that CF3Br acts
12% in a physical and 88% in a chemical manner, while
NaHCO3 action was estimated to be 47% physical.
Eckhoff (1991) distinguishes three different suppression

strategies:

(1) local suppression—detection of initial explosion,
identification of its location and activation of appropri-
ate suppressers in order to prevent flame propagation
beyond the explosion kernel;

(2) advance ‘inerting’—detection of explosion, identifi-
cation of its location activation of appropriate suppres-
sers and establishment of suppressant barriers to
prevent the explosion from spreading to other process
units;

(3) total suppression—detection of explosion and deluging
of the entire system with suppressant to ensure that the
explosion is totally suppressed.

The proper choice of the type and quantity of suppression
agent, number of suppression containers, their location, dis-
charge time and reaction time are crucial for effective
explosion suppression and has been the subject of much
research (Moore, 1986; Eckhoff, 1991; Going and
Snoeys, 2002; Richmond et al., 1978; Kordylewski and
Amrogowicz, 1992; Hamins, 1998; Chatrathi and Going,
2000). Chatrathi and Going (2000) introduced the concept
of a minimum inerting concentration as a concentration
below which explosion propagation is possible, but above
this concentration explosion propagation is not possible.
In spite of its name, this parameter seems to be more appli-
cable for explosion suppression systems than inerting sys-
tems, and is similar to the critical amount of suppression
agent, as defined by Moore (1986).

Explosion suppression can be applied for closed and
open units. Typical operations where explosion suppression
can be used are spray dryers, coal handling, dust filtration/
collectors, vapour recovery, material size reduction, grain
and food handling, etc.

The maximum pressure (Pred) of a well-suppressed
explosion is in the range 0.2–0.4 barg, typically 0.3 barg.
It is therefore a good protection system for equipment
with low strength. The maximum volume of the protected
vessel can be up to 1000 m3 (Moore, 1986). Explosion sup-
pression systems currently available on the market are suit-
able for process temperatures up to 2008C. Successful
protection for some enclosures against dust explosions is
possible if the Kst does not exceed 300 bar m s21 and
against gas explosions if the Kg does not exceed
75 bar m s21 (Bartknecht, 1981). However, Moore (1986)
investigated the possibility of suppressing explosions of
aluminium powder in the Kst range 300–600 bar m s21

(St 3 class). Swift (1988) also reported successful suppres-
sion of propane/air mixtures (Kg of 450 bar m/s21) and
some St 3 class dusts. Chatrathi and Going (2000) demon-
strated successful explosion suppressions against metal
powders like aluminium (Kst of 300) and hybrid mixtures
of propane cornstarch with Kst of 504 bar m s21.

Going and Snoeys (2002) concluded that metal dust
deflagrations can be suppressed to less than 1 barg, pro-
vided that a fast responding suppression system, sufficient
concentration of suppressant and low detection overpres-
sure are available or can be achieved.

It should be emphasized that, while the Kst value relates
to conditions of high turbulence, the Kg value relates to
zero turbulence. Since explosion severity is extremely
dependent on turbulence levels, using explosion suppres-
sion in systems in which gases can explode requires careful
consideration of the turbulence level. This is especially true
for highly reactive gases (e.g. hydrogen, ethylene, acety-
lene) at or near their stoichiometric compositions.

The time available for action of a suppressant system
increases as the vessel volume increases [(dP/dt)max

decrease] and decreases as the reactivity of the fuel being
processed increases. However, if the vessel volume incre-
ases, more suppressant and faster injection are required.
The choice of agent, the quantity of agent, total discharging
time, location of system components, and other system
parameters must be carefully considered for each appli-
cation, taking into account the flame speed.

Advantages of explosion suppression systems are:
protection possibility of low strength equipment; no release
of burnt or unburned products into surroundings (important
for toxic and environmentally damaging products); indoor
application is feasible; and provision of fire protection.
Disadvantages are: cost; replacement of the suppression
container after its action; requirement of regular main-
tenance; and necessity for a reliable electric power
source. Note that recently explosion suppression systems
have been developed that require no pyrotechnic or explo-
sive parts, thus requiring less maintenance. Instead a gas-
generating system similar to an airbag is used (www.
stuvex.com/suppression.html).

Explosion isolation: Explosion isolation systems are
intended to prevent an explosion from propagating through
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pipes, ducts, etc. into other sections of an otherwise pro-
tected installation. Therefore the explosion effect is limited
to that part of the equipment where an explosion has taken
place. The rest of the installation is thus fully isolated from
the initial explosion and is in this way protected. Since this
method does not prevent against explosion development,
additional protection methods should be applied to
minimize the overpressure generated by an explosion.
Explosion isolation is commonly used in combination
with explosion suppression or venting systems.
In case of weak ignition sources (not generating shock

waves), initiated in quiescent mixtures, at the initial
stage of the explosion development the flame zone propa-
gates at the speed of the laminar burning velocity, which
is in the range of 35–325 cm s21 for the most sensitive
composition of flammable gases. Then, due to expansion
of the hot gases and increased turbulence, the flame
speed accelerates. Flame propagation in a pipeline can
be divided into four stages: deflagration, rapid (overdri-
ven) deflagration, overdriven detonation and stable detona-
tion. In the first stage the flame speed is typically in the
range 0.5–100 m s21, in the second one it is in the
range 100–300 m s21. In both cases the flame speed is
subsonic, and heat and mass transfer govern the flame
propagation mechanism. Since a pressure wave travels
faster (i.e. at sonic velocity, ca. 330 m s21) than the flame
front, the pressure wave propagates ahead of the flame
(reaction) front. The propagating pressure wave pre-
compresses the unburned fuel–air mixture. When the
flame front accelerates the compression ratio increases,
and at a certain moment the pre-compressed fuel–air
mixture self-ignites causing liberation of large amounts
of energy and the creation of a shock wave. This leads
to extremely high flame speed velocities (claimed to be
up to 20,000 m s21 (Chatrathi et al., 2001) for a very
short period of time (milliseconds). Subsequently the
flame front decelerates to values defined by the reactivity
of the mixture, typically to a value in the range 1500–
2500 m s21 (for hydrocarbon–air mixtures). This fourth
stage is called stable detonation. At this stage the flame
propagates by a shock compression mechanism. This tran-
sition is called the deflagration to detonation transition
(DDT ), and the distance from the ignition source is
called the run-up distance.
Pressures generated in these four stages differ greatly. In

general, overpressure is the sum of static and dynamic
pressure. The static pressure is determined by the explosion
temperature (which causes thermal expansion of the gases
formed) and the number of gas molecules formed in the
post-explosion mixture. In a constant volume system, typi-
cal overpressures generated by deflagrations are ca. 7–10
times the initial pressure in case of fuel–air mixture.
The dynamic pressure depends strongly on the flame

front velocity. For velocities below ca. 200 m s21 it is
negligible. However, for faster flame fronts it is significant
component in the explosion overpressure. In case of stable
detonations, a typical detonation overpressure exerted on
the tube walls is about 20–25 times the initial pressure
(the so called ‘side-on pressure’). In the case of a perpen-
dicular collision between a detonation wave and a flat
object, however, the entire gas momentum is decelerated
to zero and reversed in direction upon impact, causing
a huge increase of pressure on the object of up to eight

times the value of the side-on detonation pressure.
This so-called ‘reflected pressure’ can create overpressure
peaks of up to ca. 200 bar for gas mixtures initially at
only 1 bara. During overdriven detonation, for a very short
period of time (about 1 ms), very high overpressures may
be generated, even up to about 150 bar in case of initially
atmospheric pressure.

The rate of flame propagation depends on many factors
that can be described as chemical/physical and engineering
related. The reactivity of a flammable mixture (defined by
the laminar burning velocity for undisturbed flames and
by turbulent burning velocity for turbulently propagating
flames) is determined mainly by fuel type, fuel composition
and type of oxidizer (air, oxygen-enriched air or pure
oxygen). The reactivity of a flammable mixture has a
direct effect on flame propagation and consequently on
all phenomena associated with deflagration to detonation
transition. The higher the mixture reactivity, the shorter
the run-up distance is, and the more severe the explosion.
Additionally the following engineering factors influence
flame propagation processes: pipe diameter, pipe length
and roughness, piping geometry (bends, elbows, their pos-
ition and distance from an ignition source), initial pressure
and temperature.

The influence of pipe diameter on flame speed and the
run-up distance has been studied by several researchers
(Steen and Schample, 1983; Chatrathi, et al. 2001;
Bartknecht, 1981; Lindstedt and Michels, 1988; Chatrathi
and Going, 1996; Pineau, 1987). Bartknecht (1981)
reported that, within the diameter range of 4–16 inches,
the flame speed increases with the pipe diameter. Chatrathi,
et al. 1996; 2001) found that, for methane, ethylene, pro-
pane and hydrogen, this dependence also refers to pipe
diameters as small as 2 inches and that beyond 6 inches
the dependence is significant. The run-up distance depends
on the above-mentioned factors. In a straight pipe at stan-
dard conditions and with air used as oxidiser, the DDT
occurs typically at L/D (length to diameter) ratio of 70.
The larger the pipe diameter, the shorter the run-up
distance. The shortest L/D ratio found is 37, reported for
stoichiometric hydrogen–air mixtures for a 6 inch pipe
diameter.

Chatrathi et al. (2001) also investigated the influence of
the position of pipe bends on the run-up distance. In several
cases he noticed that the flame accelerates immediately
after the bend. However, these faster flame speeds were
not sustained and decreased to the velocities observed for
straight pipeline geometry. Bend position relative to the
ignition source is critical. Depending on the mixture reac-
tivity and the bend position, the presence of the bend sig-
nificantly shortens the run up distance.

Special attention must be paid to pressure piling. In
pressure piling the pressure in an adjoining piece of equip-
ment is increased prior to the arrival of the flame. A typical
situation of pressure pilling is the case of two vessels of
different size interconnected by a pipeline. If an explosion
is initiated in the bigger vessel, its development causes sub-
stantial pressure increase in the smaller vessel. This press-
ure increase is caused by unburned gas being forced into the
adjoining vessel due to the explosion process in the first
vessel. This increased initial pressure, the turbulence
induced by the flow into the adjoining vessel, and the
ignition by means of a flame jet from the larger vessel,
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results in a much more severe explosion in the smaller
vessel than that which occurred in the larger one.
The explosion isolation systems might be both active

(chemical, physical barriers) and passive (e.g. backflash
interrupters, ventex valve, rotary lock, etc.). In some
cases a combination between active and passive systems
gives efficient results. However, such a solution may be a
complex (Going and Snoeys, 2003).
The operation principle of chemical barriers is the same

as for explosion suppression systems. The suppressant
agent is dispersed into the duct in front of the flame
zone. The suppressant agent interacts with the flame, extin-
guishing it and thus preventing the flame from spreading
into other units. The discharge time may be very short or
long to prolong protection in the system. The chemical bar-
rier is typically activated at the same time as the explosion
suppression system by the same control unit. It should be
stressed that with chemical barriers some problems arise
if the duct is connected to a large vessel from which
flame propagation starts. Combustion in this large volume
creates a large amount of gases that flow from the vessel
through the duct. This flow can be so large that the suppres-
sant agent is simply swept out of the system by the flow
before the flame arrives, which of course renders the
system ineffective. If the barrier is triggered by the pressure
detector, the suppressant agent could be swept out of
the system by the induced flow. This problem can be
prevented by venting the explosion, thus preventing the for-
mation of large amounts of gases which otherwise would
have flowed through the duct. Another approach is to use
an additional time lag in activating the chemical barrier;
this allows the gases to flow out so that the suppressant is
effectively used to extinguish the flame.
For systems in which piping and ducts interconnect var-

ious units to one another, it should also be mentioned that
pressure piling could cause problems due to the increased
pressures and turbulence thus generated.
Physical barriers are fast acting valves that provide

a mechanical barrier against the flame front of an explosion.
The mechanical barrier is a fast-acting metal gate which is
activated to assume a closed position, thus blocking the
cross section of a duct. The closing of the fast-acting valve
is driven by compressed gas (typically pressurised nitrogen
in the range 10–40 bar) or by means of an electro-magnetic
valve. The action is initiated by a signal from the control
unit. The closing time strongly depends on the diameter of
the pipe and varies from 10 ms for a 50 mm diameter up
to 67 ms for a diameter of 650 mm. Such valves are suitable
for process temperatures up to 2008C.
Explosion isolation valves must be sufficiently strong to

withstand the high pressure of an explosion. For deflagra-
tions starting at, or below, atmospheric pressure, pressure
resistance to 10–20 barg is sufficient. For detonations, gen-
erated overpressures are so high (particularly due to
reflected pressures) that application of an isolation valves
alone is currently not a reliable solution. However, in com-
bination with other systems (venting, explosion suppres-
sion) whose actions reduces the pressure reaching the
valve, such a solution is practicable (Going and Snoeys,
2003).
After every action, the fast-acting valves (e.g. gate

valve, butterfly valve, louvre and throttle valve) must be
re-opened. In case of explosive charge or pressure-actuated

valves, some parts, like the driving force (explosive charge
or pressurised cartridge), and a shock absorber have to be
replaced. The replacement operation is, however, short—
typically less than an hour.

Passive explosion isolation systems (e.g. backflash inter-
rupter, Ventex valve, rotary lock, etc.): the proper action of
these devices is based on the phenomenon that, in the case
of deflagrations, a pressure wave propagates ahead of
the propagating flame front. Owing to application of
different methods, various design concepts exist. In the
case of the backflash interrupter, the pressure wave opens
the bursting disc (Figure 5), and the flame is released
from of the pipe through the formed opening. For the
Ventex valve (Figure 6), in the case of explosion, the gen-
erated pressure wave initiates closure of the movable
internal valve popper that is suspended in central position
by two springs.

The performance of these devices is questionable if an
insufficient pressure difference across these devices is gen-
erated. This may occur if an ignition source is too close or
a flammable mixture is insufficiently reactive (e.g. concen-
tration close to the flammability limit). To ensure proper
operation, typically the velocities of the flame front should
be greater than 20 m s21 and/or the pressure difference
higher than 0.1 bar. Recent work by Going and
Snoeys (2003) illustrated a successful application of the
backflash interrupter for flame propagation for a very
reactive mixture, i.e. propane in pure oxygen, even with
deflagration to detonation transition.

Other passive isolation devices are the rotary lock
(Figure 7) and the screw conveyor, which are applied
widely for carrying out dust operations (dosing and trans-
port) safely. The operating principle of these devices is a
heat sink, which reduces the temperature in the flame
zone, so that heat release by the combustion reaction is smal-
ler than heat loss. As a result the flame is quenched. In order
to ensure a successful isolation of the flame front, the rotary
lock should be designed using the concept of maximum
experimental safe gap (MESG) for dust explosions, analo-
gously to the MESG for gas explosions, as is employed in
the design of flame arresters (Siwek, 1989).

Figure 5. Backflash interrupter (Fike).
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Flame arresters
Flame arresters belong to the passive methods and are

applicable only to gases and vapour–air mixtures. The
principle of their operation is based on the phenomenon
that, while a gas can flow through a gap, a flame cannot
propagate through a sufficiently narrow gap. The gap con-
sists of two parallel walls whose separation distance is less
than the MESG. Determination of the MESG is standar-
dized (e.g. ICE 79-2,79-12, EN 50014, BS 5345 pt 1).
The flame propagating through the gap is quenched because
the heat loss to the walls of the gap is larger than the heat
generation by the combustion reaction. The MESG value
depends on gap length, flow, temperature, pressure, and
composition of the flammable mixture.
Using the concept of MESG, a vast range of different

types of flame arresters have been designed, like crimped
ribbon, expanded metal cartridge, parallel plate, packed
bed, wire gauze, perforated plate and sintered metal.
These differ from one another by the construction, shape
of the gap, free cross sectional area, and flow resistance.

. Crimped ribbon flame arresters are the most common
type. They are constructed of alternately wrapped

layers of crimped and flat metal ribbons. This results in
many small triangular channels through the element
(Figure 8). Such flame arresters have a high free cross
sectional area (about 80%), and consequently the flow
resistance is relatively low. However, they are prone to
clogging due to solid deposition.

. Expanded metal cartridge—these comprise a sheet of
expanded metal, which is wrapped in a fashion similar
to a cartridge filter element.

. Parallel Plate—constructed from metal plates or rings
arranged edgewise to the gas flow and separated from
each other by a small spacing. They have a low free
area and thus a high flow resistance, and also high
weight.

. Packed bed—consists of a tower or other container,
packed with pebbles, rings or another medium, to a pre-
scribed height and packing density. The packing may be
irrigated with water to increase the efficiency. Disadvan-
tages are high flow resistance and lower reliability.

. Wire gauze—these consist of layers of wire gauze. They
have a low free area.

. Perforated plate—comprising metal plates, perforated
by circular holes. They have a high resistance to flow,
but a higher robustness than wire gauze.

. Sintered metal—these are mainly used as protection for
the sensing heads of gas detectors for flammable atmos-
pheres and in flashback arresters for welding equipment.

For corrosive atmospheres (e.g. containing HCl), it may be
technically and economically better to use a hydraulic
arrester rather than the more conventional, dry types of
flame arresters constructed of Hastelloy or another high
corrosion resistant material mentioned above (AIChE,
1993). The presence of chlorine increases corrosion of
the metal elements, enlarging the gaps of a flame arrester.
If the gap is sufficiently large, a flame may pass through
it unquenched. Liquid-based flame arresters eliminate the
corrosion problem due to medium re-circulation. However,
attention must be paid to the proper minimum heights of
the liquid seal needed for proper breakage of the gas flow
into discrete bubbles, maximum flow velocity, appropriate
protection against freezing of the liquid, etc. Additionally,
the seal liquid must not react with the gas. The most
common seal liquid is water.

Recently it was shown that a shock wave can travel
through a liquid and is able to ignite a flammable gas
phase mixture present in form of bubbles (Fomin et al.,
2004). Thus it is possible that the liquid flame arrester
does not stop a detonation formed on one side of the
liquid flame arrester, and the explosion therefore re-appears
on the other side of the liquid flame arrester.

Depending on functional use, flame arresters can be
divided into a number of categories:

(1) Depending on installation:
. End-of-line flame arrester—this type of flame

arrester is used when a potential ignition source is
located outside the vessel or flow system that is
being protected. The explosive mixture is vented
directly to the atmosphere.

. In-line flame arrester—this type of flame arrester is
used when a potential ignition source is located in a
pipeline; the flame front can thus propagate through
the pipeline to other units.Figure 7. Operation of the rotary lock (Siwek, 1989).

Figure 6. Ventex valve (StuvEx).
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(2) Depending on the pressure wave, flame arresters can
withstand:
. Detonation flame arrester—a detonation flame

arrester must be able to withstand the mechanical
effects of shock waves (very high pressure, high
kinetic energy) and additionally be able to quench
flames. It must be able to stop both deflagrations
and detonations. Several authors (Howard, 1982;
Roussakins and Lapp, 1991; Roussakins and
Lapp, 1989) pointed out that it is not necessarily
easier to quench a deflagration than a detonation.
Flame arresters may quench a detonation but not
necessarily a deflagration. Thus, for example, a
flame arrester intended for in-line service should
be tested over the entire range of flame propagation
phenomena. This includes deflagration, overdriven
detonation (DDT), and stable detonation. In order
to be reliable, the test conditions should meet the
process conditions.

. Deflagration flame arrester—this type of flame
arrester is less robust than the detonation flame
arrester and is able to quench only deflagrations.

(3) Depending on burning time:
. Long-burning time flame arrester—this flame

arrester has to quench a flame stabilized on it and
additionally protect the system against a flashback.
As a result of the combustion reaction, heat pene-
trates the flame arrester and the quenching element
is rapidly heated. This affects the temperature gradi-
ent between flame and metal and decreases the
heat removal efficiency. If the temperature reaches
a critical value, the flame can penetrate the flame
arrester. The risk of a stabilized flame on the flame
arrester only exists if there is a continuous flow of
the combustible mixture through the device and
the velocity of the flame is higher than the velocity
of the flow. According to the United States Coast
Guard (1993), a long-burning flame arrester has to

be able to withstand 2 h of endurance burn without
flashback for a deflagration and detonation. The
Canadian Standards Association (CSA) requires
3 h of endurance burn (AIChE, 1993).

. Short-burning time flame arrester—this type of
flame arrester is not intended to prevent a flashback
in case of flame stabilization on the flame arrester.

Advantages of flame arresters are: they are an easy and
reliable way of eliminating flame propagation; they can
be used several times; and they are a passive device. Disad-
vantages are: the pressure drop; they do not protect against
the development of an explosion inside a vessel; and they
require some maintenance.

Flame arresters are used mainly in three situations in
which flame propagation is possible:

(1) An explosion occurring in one part of a system and pro-
pagating into another part through connecting piping.

(2) A fire or explosion occurring in an open area contain-
ing a flammable atmosphere and propagating into the
inside of a vessel containing an explosive atmosphere
(e.g. to hydrocarbon storage tank via its vent).

(3) An explosion occurring inside a vessel or enclosure and
propagating to an unenclosed area containing a flam-
mable atmosphere (e.g. explosion occurring in hydro-
carbon storage tank and propagating to an outside
flammable atmosphere via the tank vent, e.g. during
filling operations).

Flame arresters are used in many industries, such as pet-
roleum, chemical, sewage treatment, pulp and paper, and
nuclear power generation (Lapp and Werneburg, 1995).

It should be stressed that flame arresters should be used
only in those operating conditions (pressure, temperature,
oxygen concentration and flow) which meet their working
specifications. In the case of so-called ‘dry flame arresters’,
(metal) corrosion may enlarge the gaps in the arresting
matrix and destroy the effectiveness of the arrester.

Figure 8. Construction of crimped ribbon flame arresters (Protego).
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Moreover, upstream corrosion may also lead to clogging of
the arrester causing higher pressure drop, higher flow vel-
ocities, and higher running costs.

Containment (explosion pressure-resistant equipment,
pressure shock-resistant equipment)
The philosophy of the method is to design a sufficiently

strong vessel that is able to withstand the maximum
explosion pressure expected from an explosion. Donat
(1978) introduced two distinctions in designing pressure-
resistant equipment: explosion pressure-resistant equip-
ment and pressure shock-resistant equipment.
Explosion pressure resistant equipment: applies to a

pressure vessel, which must be capable of withstanding at
least the maximum explosion pressure for a long time
period. All elements of the process units are designed as
a pressure vessel, i.e. for a maximum permissible working
pressure equal to the maximum explosion pressure. How-
ever, this approach is conservative and results in an expens-
ive design.
Pressure shock resistant equipment: this approach is

based on the assumption that an explosion is permitted to
cause slight permanent deformation of the process unit as
long as the unit does not rupture. This means that, for a
given expected maximum explosion pressure, a consider-
ably less heavy and less expensive construction is designed
than would be required for explosion pressure-resistant
equipment. Pasman and van Wingerden, (1988) discussed
the influence of the dynamic characteristics of the

explosion load on the structural response and pointed out
that typical dust explosion pressure pulses in industrial
equipment have a duration time in the time range 0.1–
1 s. Pritchard (1983) obtained similar results.

Owing to the short time duration of the maximum
explosion pressure (heat losses to the walls, overpressure
spreads to other unit elements), another type of design is
envisaged: explosion pressure shock-resistant. The vessel
is able to withstand without any deformation the maximum
explosion pressure for a short time interval.

Barricades, barriers, separation by distance
The main goal of these methods is to protect process

units from the effects of fire and explosion, such as blast
waves, heat radiation and high-velocity projectiles. This
is achieved by providing physical barriers or adequate
spacing between the process units.

Two main methods exist for determining minimum sep-
aration distances within chemical process plants. The first
method uses recommended separation distances for generic
plant hazards. Tables of recommended separation distances
are available from several sources, like the American
Petroleum Institute (API) and AIChE (1993). These dis-
tances are generally conservative and cover most situations.

With the second method, typically used for quantitative
risk assessment (QRA), the heat flux is calculated (the
amount of heat received by an object) and the resulting sur-
face temperatures that would be expected from a possible
fire. While this method generally results in more realistic

Table 6. Summary of characteristics of preventive systems.

System Basic principle Method/type Advantages Disadvantages Remarks

Ignition avoidance Ignition is avoided Prevention, passive Relatively cheap Not suitable for
gases/vapours or
sensitive dusts
(MIE , 10 mJ)

Should be always
applied for
combustible
atmospheres

Hot spots detection
and extinguishing
systems

Hot spots are detected
and extinguished
before ignition can
occur

Prevention, active Good experience with
certain powder
handling
equipment

Requires regular
maintenance and
external power
source

Mostly applied for
mixtures
containing dusts or
powders

Multiple use after
action

Proper design is
critical

Combustible
concentration
control

Concentration of
combustibles is
maintained outside
of explosive region

Prevention, active Highly effective for
homogenous
mixtures (gases
and vapours)

Not suitable for
certain highly
reactive gases (e.g.
acetylene, ethylene
oxide)

Homogeneity of the
mixtures must be
carefully evaluated

Not suitable for
inhomogeneous
mixtures (e.g.
dusts)

Inerting Concentration of
oxidizing agent is
maintained below
the limiting
oxidizer
concentration—
value needed to
allow explosion
propagation

Prevention, active Highly effective for
any combustible
fuel

May be relatively
expensive for large
systems

Concentration of
gases needed to
ensure inert
operation depend
on chosen inerting
gas

If partly applied it
substantially
reduces explosion
severity

May require noble
gas, e.g. argon for
highly reactive
powders Leakage of air to the

prevented unit
must be avoided

Operation may pose
risk of
asphyxiation to
personnel

For highly reactive
gases (e.g. ethylene
oxide) mixture-
homogeneity must
be evaluated
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Table 7. Summary of characteristics of protective systems.

System Basic principle Method/type Advantages Disadvantages Remarks

Venting Allows rapid escape of
explosion gases, thus
preventing excessive
pressure build-up

Protection, passive Well accepted and thoroughly
described in
internationally accepted
guidelines

Not suitable for toxic
substances and/or
extremely reactive
mixtures

During release flame jets and
blast waves may be
created causing thread for
near by personnel

Relatively cheap Must be regularly checked Proper design is critical
Applicable to large volumes May cause secondary

explosions
‘Single time’ use method,

except explosion door
design

Explosion suppression Incipient explosion is
suppressed, thus
preventing full explosion
from developing

Protection, active Well established method Relatively expensive
Needs careful maintenance
Not suitable for very large
installations

Newest developments (e.g.
Stuvex-TNO) allow for
easier installation and
maintenance

Efficiency depends on
suppressant agent and
combustible fuel

Proper design is critical
Explosion isolation Prevents explosion from

propagating through
installation

Protection, active/passive Helps to prevent exacerbation
of explosion damage
caused by explosion
propagation through
installation (e.g. pressure
piling, DDT)

Complexity of correct design
(e.g. pressures needed to
activate system, large
volume equipment
connected to small volume
equipment)

Proper design is critical,
distinguish between:

† use for gas/vapour and
dust explosions

† chemical and
mechanical isolation

Flame arresters Quenches explosion and thus
prevents explosion
propagation

Protection, passive Well-established method
Highly effective if

properly installed

Not suitable for dusts or
powders

Less suitable for corrosive
gases

Proper design is critical
distinguish between:

† deflagration and
detonation arresters

† in-line and end-of-line
arrestors

† long-burning and short
burning arrestors

† mechanical and liquid
arrestors

Relatively cheap Sensitive to fouling
Containment Apparatus is strong enough to

withstand full load of an
explosion

Protection, passive Highly effective if design for
proper explosion
overpressure (deflagration
vs. detonation)

Relatively high costs
Costs increase rapidly with
increasing volume

Evaluate pressure pilling,
DDT and detonation
phenomena

Multiple use
Barricades Provides physical barrier to

protect against effects
(e.g. blast wave,
fragments) of explosion

Protection, passive Effective if properly designed
and installed

Multiple use

Relatively high costs
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separation distances, the calculations are often complex.
This method is also commonly applied for estimating
blast wave characteristics (Pmax and positive phase dura-
tion) resulting from explosions as a function of (separation)
distance (CCPS, 1994). Selected references for safe
separation distances include the National Fire Protection
Association regulation NFPA 30 59A and AIChE, (IRI,
1990; Mecklenburgh, 1985).

CHOOSING PROPER EXPLOSION
MITIGATION SYSTEM

Choosing a proper explosion prevention and/or explo-
sion protection system is a complex and difficult task. It
is probably for this reason that relatively little literature
exists in which general rules are given for selecting
proper systems. Most sources (e.g. most of the literature
mentioned in this article) simply describe a given type of
system and its use. Some standard books on explosion
safety (e.g. Barlknecht, 1993) do describe a large number
of methods and list characteristics of each, but give few
generic rules for selecting optimal types for a given situ-
ation. For dust explosions, Eckhoff (2003) presents descrip-
tive information and some basic rules, and for gas and
vapour explosions Arpentinier et al. (2001) also give simi-
lar discussions. In certain professional courses on explosion
safety, experts also discuss choosing optimal methods in
detail, but results are not published.
Tables 6 and 7 present a very brief and highly simplified

summary of the contents of this article. We strongly
emphasize, however, that, due to the complexity of the sub-
ject and huge responsibility that safe operation entails,
these tables, and indeed also this article in general, are
intended only to give the reader a basic insight into the
operation of preventive and protective measures, placed
within the complex phenomena of explosion behaviour.
Proper and optimal choice, installation and operation of
systems almost always requires specialized technical exper-
tise that takes a specific industrial situation into account.
We reiterate that the choice of explosion safety systems

should be seen as part of the larger picture of safe design,
such as ISD and installing of preventive and protective
barriers in a hierarchical array of independent layers
of defence, as is sketched above. The proper functioning of
such an array shall be analysed and the effectiveness of
contributing to risk reduction be quantified in terms
of both reliability (or rather probability of failure on
demand) and residual risk by, for example, LOPA or
layers of protection analysis. The system as a whole can
thus be optimized. Such discussion that systematically
relates the selection of proper safety equipment, including
explosion prevention and protection devices, to general
process design principles (e.g. ISD, LOPA), based on an
improved recursive hazard–target–barrier model has
been done (Schupp, 2004).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A comprehensive review of commercially available
explosion prevention, protection and mitigation methods
and systems applicable to gas, dust, mist and hybrid
(gas-aerosol) explosions is given. The functioning of such
systems is discussed not only in terms of practical

application but also against the theoretical backdrop of
explosion phenomena. Limitations of the applicability as
well as limitations of the research-base of the various
systems are also discussed. Simplified results are briefly
summarized in two tables.

The basic goal of this discussion is to give readers both
practical knowledge and fundamental insight required for a
proper and optimal choice of systems. However, explosion
behaviour is highly complex. It is therefore emphasized
that in practice expert knowledge relevant to a specific
industrial situation is necessary for proper and optimal
choice, installation and maintenance.
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